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Abstract. What does it mean to be anonymous in network communications? Our central thesis is that both the theoretical literature and the
deployed systems have gotten the answer essentially wrong. The answers
have been wrong because they apply the wrong metric to the wrong adversary model. I indicate problems in the established adversary models
and metrics for anonymity as well as implications for the design and
analysis of anonymous communication systems.
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Introduction

Anonymous communication is the quintessence of brief encounter. For anyone to
whom it is anonymous, such communication cannot be linked to an individual,
for example to its source or destination. But it also cannot be linked to any other
instances of communication. If it could, it would be part of a communication
profile, hence pseudonymous communication rather than anonymous. Anonymity
thus guarantees that an encounter is brief rather than leaving this to chance.
Anonymity is also an area of security that is much younger than, for example,
confidentiality. Mechanisms and networks for anonymous communication have
been designed for only about thirty years [6] and deployed for not quite half
that time [21, 35, 19]. We do not have nearly as much experience with deployed
systems on which to build theory, definitions, and models as many other areas
of security, for example confidentiality or authentication. Though the field has
developed and adapted, the basic conception of what it means to be anonymous
has persisted throughout its history.
That conception is of anonymity as about indistinguishability within a set.
The idea is thus that there is a set of possible senders, and the adversary cannot adequately distinguish amongst the members of that set. (For brevity and
convenience I focus discussion on sender anonymity of a message.) I call this the
entropist conception of anonymous communication. I am motivated in choice of
terminology here by general Rényi entropy rather than Shannon entropy specifically (H2 in the ordering of Rényi entropies). Thus I am including everything
from simple cardinality of the set of possible senders (the log of which is Hartley
entropy, H0 ) to the other extreme of min entropy (H∞ ). However, I am more
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focused on the conception of anonymity as indistinguishability within a set (possibly according to some probability distribution) than on any particular mathematical characterization of it. I will argue that this basic conception—a conception that underlies virtually all extent work on anonymous communication—is
not appropriate for the fundamental role it has been given.
Before getting into details, I set out some general principles for security
metrics and system design that I believe should be uncontroversial. It is on the
basis of these principles that I will make my case.
– To be useful, security metrics should reflect the difficulty an adversary has in
overcoming them. (So, for example, a metric for a security property should
not depend on variables whose values do no significantly impact whether the
adversary succeeds in attacks on that property.)
– To be meaningful, security metrics should not depend on the values of variables for which we cannot make adequate relevant determinations or predictions. (It might be sufficient to determine or predict bounds, distributions,
etc. for those values rather than the exact values themselves, provided they
are relevant. For example, to observe that a value will always be finite will
usually not reflect a bound that is relevant to a practical security metric.)
– Though security through obscurity is rarely a good system design strategy,
if your design provides your adversary with an explicit target that he has
available resources to overcome, you are doomed to fail.
It is crucial to understand that our fundamental complaint against entropism
is not that entropy fails to ever properly say anything about the uncertainty we
may have about senders or receivers of messages. The problem is that entropism
fails to tell us much about the adversary’s amount of knowledge (or lack of
knowledge) that is useful in saying how secure our practical anonymity systems
are, or how secure a given use of one of them is. Starting from an entropist conception of anonymity has led to a focus on system properties that are not the
most important to system security, has led to system assumptions that are not
reasonable in practice, has led to adversary models that are not reasonable in
practice, and has led to both theory and system design for anonymous communication that fail in significant ways. The remainder of the paper investigates these
points in light of the above principles. We concentrate herein on problems with
the existing approach, but we will at least briefly consider potential alternatives
to replace it with.
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Wait. I thought you said you’re not an entropist.

There are many circumstances where the entropist conception of anonymity
makes perfect sense, for example, in an election where there are registered voters
casting ballots. An entropist approach can protect the anonymity of voters by
confounding of associating voters with ballots and provides a good metric for
that protection. (This assumes that appropriate other protections ensure that
each registration represents exactly one voter, that each voter casts at most one
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ballot per election, and assumes that enough eligible voters vote, that enough
voters cast ballots for each of the options—if that is of concern, etc.)
As a more exotic example, in the 1970s the United States and the Soviet
Union sought to limit the number of nuclear missiles they both had through
cooperation and inspection while maintaining security guarantees. A large part
of one of the major initiatives involved shuttling Minuteman missiles about in
a field of silos to preclude successful first-strike attacks directly on all available
missiles. The plan also included techniques for communicating to the adversary
an authenticated, integrity-protected report from each silo. The report indicated
whether a missile was in the silo or not, but without the adversary being able
to determine which silo the report was from (except by silo-unique but random
identifier). In a field of 1000 missile silos, the adversary could be sure that exactly 100 would be occupied but would not know which ones were occupied.
Note that this anonymity system used “dummy packets” in the form of huge
“transportainer” trucks continually shuttling either actual missiles or dummy
loads between silos. Talk about system overhead! See [40] for more details about
the plan.
As a less exotic example, suppose an intimidating colleague or perhaps the
boss is repeatedly but obliviously doing something that is inappropriate and
bothers several coworkers: leaving the food area or bathroom a mess, telling
jokes or making comments that some find offensive, etc. Nobody wants to be the
one to complain to the offender. Also they don’t want to embarrass or perhaps
encourage ire by giving the impression that this was a topic of full group discussion and decision making, whether or not that is true. They just want it to
stop. Thus they wouldn’t want to use a collaborative anonymity mechanism to
send this message unless it was also being used to send others. Put differently,
they want the recipient to know that one of them sent the message, rather than
that all of them sent it, even though only one copy was delivered.
Finally, a similar example that comes closer to our intended topic below.
Suppose it is important to release some information to the press or the public
without attribution. The information is posted to a public site. It is known that
only a relatively small number of people had prior access to the information, so
it was one of them, but we don’t know which one. (Let us assume and ignore
that the relevant set of people is known, and that there is no doubt that they
are the only ones who had the information. Also assume that the authenticity of
the information is evident or confirmed once revealed.) It could be government
information (good or bad) of important public interest where overt indication
of which knowledgeable person released the information would be a distraction
from the public good of the release. Alternatively, perhaps the release is intentional and important but cannot be overtly approved for some reason, and if the
“leaker” were known, s/he would be punished, officially or otherwise.
Entropism is about using entropy as the meaning, the criterion for anonymity
or how anonymous something is. That has drawbacks because, as an average, it
necessarily does not capture everything important. To the extent that entropy
is the measure of anonymity it drives system design to maximize entropy, which
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may not be the same thing as maximizing anonymity in ways that matter. It is
just one number, or a few numbers, such as the Shannon entropy and the min
entropy. Any of these might be fine as a measure of anonymity in an appropriate
context. None is fine as the measure of anonymity. As the measure it effectively
becomes the definition for a relatively complex concept which is no better served
by limiting to any single definition than is the overall field security by limiting
to a single definition of ‘security’.
In all of the just given cases, there is a set of possible sources (or locations)
and the relevant security issue is the uncertainty within that set. For some of the
cases, the exact set may not be known, but reasonable bounds can be given for
both set size and uncertainty. Uncertainty on a known or approximately known
set is clearly the significant concern in these cases, but what are examples where
entropy is not appropriate? We will argue that entropism is the wrong approach
to design and evaluation of the most well known and widely used systems for
protecting the anonymity of communication.
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Protecting Anonymity

Tor is a very widely used and deployed onion-routing network, which means that
it gets its protection from creating cryptographic circuits along routes that an
adversary is unlikely to observe or control. As in previous onion-routing systems, in the currently deployed Tor design this is achieved by choosing unpredictable routes through the network. This could, however, also derive in part
from the inherent difficulty an adversary has attacking a particular part of the
network [25, 26] or from other sources. We will return to this below. Also like
other onion-routing systems, Tor passes traffic bidirectionally along those circuits with minimal latency [44]. It is common in the literature to characterize
the anonymity protection Tor provides in entropist terms. For example, “[t]he
anonymity provided by Tor relies on the size of the anonymity set. Currently,
there are around 1500 ORs, and an estimated quarter million Tor users.” [43].
Assume I am a user of the network who picks his entry node the same way
the vast majority of users do and then visits a hostile website. On the entropist
conception, my anonymity is the same as any other user of the network. With
about a quarter million active users that gives me a (Shannon) entropy of about
18 with respect to being identified as going to this website. But the number of
users is only an estimate, and the system is designed so that nobody should be
able to actually see connections coming from all of them. Further, talking about
the number of users ignores how attacks actually happen.
An adversary observing an entry node and an exit node of the Tor network
through which I am, e.g., browsing the web can trivially link the two ends of the
connection and correlate source to destination. This has been an acknowledged
feature of the design since its inception [14]. By the same timing correlation, an
adversary that controls or observes a destination website and the entry node will
be able to identify the source address of the user accessing the website. Against
these attacks the number of other users is all but irrelevant.
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In this case, entropy fails our second criterion for a security metric. We cannot
determine the number of users on the network in general or the number using
circuits with the same entry and exit nodes at the time of the attack. We can
estimate these numbers based on network measurements such as given above.
That would, however, only tell us the average number of users during various
periods in the past. What should matter for my (entropist) anonymity with
respect to the adversary is my distinguishability from other users during the
attack. If we cannot know when the attack occurs, could we give at least a lower
bound on the anonymity set size during any reasonable candidate attack period?
The answer is no. This means that we cannot use set size or indistinguishability
within a set as a metric of my security when using the system. Could it be
because nobody knows the anonymity set size so that my protection is absolute?
No. Entropy also fails our first criterion for a useful security metric: it should
reflect the difficulty an adversary has in overcoming security and should not
depend on variables whose values do not significantly impact the adversary’s
success. We could imagine rare cases where two Tor circuits through the same
entry and exit nodes might be hard to distinguish by at least a completely passive
adversary, but it is well known and accepted that whether you are the only user of
those nodes during the attack or there are a hundred others, linking your source
and destination is trivial. So the anonymity set size cannot be determined, and
the difficulty of the most salient attacks are not affected by what it might be.
Perhaps we are discussing uncertainty on the wrong set. Perhaps the number of users has only an indirect effect on the security of Tor traffic. We have
repeatedly observed that the primary threat we are discussing is the end-to-end
timing correlation. The relevant set is thus the number of locations at which
traffic might enter and exit the network.
In the scenario in which I go to a hostile website, what will matter is the
nodes through which I can enter the system. If I make that choice the same way
as everybody else, then I currently have on the order of three hundred choices.1
So an entropy of a little over eight. But that assumes that the probability of
entry node choice is uniform. This is not actually true. It is weighted by node
bandwidth and other factors that we will not go into. We could still calculate the
entropy of a typical connection entering the network. But even if we ignore that
and assume the choice of entry nodes was uniform we must ignore something
else as well—how likely a node is to be compromised. Suppose that, instead of
choosing uniformly (or possibly weighted to help maintain performance), I always
choose my entry nodes to be just one of a handful of nodes. If the nodes in that
handful are all run by highly trusted and technically competent friends who
would never betray me, my anonymity is clearly better than picking uniformly
from the much larger set: the hostile website will never identify me through the
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For those who know about entry guards, we are describing the choice of entry guards
not the subsequent choice of route once guards are chosen. For those who do not
know about entry guards, please do not be distracted by this footnote.
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cooperation of a hostile entry node.2 My anonymity protection has far more to
do with the security of that first node I choose in my path than with the number
of other users or even other possible first nodes. Again, this is a variable that
does not affect the difficulty of attacking my anonymity.
Using entropy as a security metric for anonymity conflates the adversary’s
uncertainty with the effort needed to reduce that uncertainty. This conflation is
fine as long as the effort needed to reduce uncertainty is more or less uniform in
the degree of uncertainty (as would be the case for, e.g., key length for a well
designed block cipher). When it is not, failing to focus on anonymity protection
distorts both security analysis and secure system design.3
Even within the entropist conception something akin to the distinction between entropistic anonymity and anonymity protection is recognized. In [37],
Pfitzmann and Hansen distinguish between anonymity and strength of anonymity:
“Robustness of anonymity characterizes how stable the quantity of anonymity
is against changes in the particular setting, e.g., a stronger attacker or different
probability distributions. We might use quality of anonymity as a term comprising both quantity and robustness of anonymity. To keep this text as simple
as possible, we will mainly discuss the quantity of anonymity in the following,
using the wording ‘strength of anonymity’.” But they still make entropy the primary measure of how well anonymity is protected. “All other things being equal,
global anonymity is the stronger, the larger the respective anonymity set is and
the more evenly distributed the sending or receiving, respectively, of the subjects
within that set is.” They do note how individuals may have weak anonymity regardless of the average uncertainty across the anonymity set. “Even if global
anonymity is strong, one (or a few) individual subjects might be quite likely, so
their anonymity is weak. W.r.t. these ‘likely suspects’, nothing is changed if the
anonymity set is made larger and sending and receiving of the other subjects
are, e.g., distributed evenly. That way, arbitrarily strong global anonymity can
be achieved without doing anything for the ‘likely suspects’ [7].” This distinction in [7], however, is intended to cope with the influence of statistical outliers
on average uncertainty within a set versus uncertainty concerning an individual
and thus to suggest using quantiles as a metric for those cases. It does not at all
question the basic idea that anonymity is based on a level of uncertainty from
within a known set.
To reiterate, the problem with the entropist conception is not that entropy
entirely fails to reflect uncertainty (once the situation is properly described).
The problem is that focusing on the size of a known set of users and their
distinguishability within it skews system design as well as what gets analyzed in
2
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Whether or not these nodes are known to be affiliated with me now becomes relevant,
which depends on the probability that the second node in my path is compromised
(and ignoring links as possible places of compromise) [34]. We will touch briefly on
such issues below.
For a cryptographic analogue see the discussion of locally unpredictable delaying
functions in [20] wherein most of the bits of a function might be easy to compute,
but a few of them require much more effort.
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a way that obscures rather than enhances our understanding of the anonymity
protection provided by our systems. Wanting to communicate anonymously and
so making entropy the focus of your anonymity design is like wanting to be
married and so making expected-number-of-spouses the focus of your matrimony
design. If that is indeed you primary focus, you are likely to end up with a
strategy of, e.g., proposing indiscriminately to as many people as possible.4
If probability of node compromise could be assumed to be roughly uniform (and ignoring links), then network size would be a primary determiner
of anonymity protection. Similarly, if we could produce bigger, more uniform
looking (to the adversary) sets of senders and recipients, that might actually
be useful. But that is not a realistic view of how large, widely used anonymity
networks work. They are comprised of fairly dynamic and diverse collections of
users communicating over nodes that are diversely trusted by diverse parties and
that are diversely configured versions of diverse platforms. And these nodes are
connected over diversely trusted links (based on ASes, ISPs, geography, etc.).
Unlike designing a closed secure system, there is no point in even discussing
trying to make the degree of security of all of the different parts of the network
roughly comparable. We will touch on more centrally operated systems below.
We will also see that the number of nodes in an open system does play a role
in the protection a system offers, but only in combination with the resistance
those various nodes have against adversaries.
In security analysis, most adversaries are worst-case, possibly subject to some
constraints on ability. But they can attack any message anywhere. ‘Attack’ might
just mean observe, but the adversary can be in the worst possible place. If there is
a subset of nodes, or messages that he is able to attack, it is assumed that these
can be the optimally most effective nodes or messages. We will next consider
what an adversary can do and where.

4

What is an adversary?
“Keep your friends close, and your enemies closer.”
Sun-tzu — Chinese general and military strategist (c. 400 BCE)

Computer security, including anonymity, is fundamentally tied up with the
idea of an adversary. Indeed the primary difference between security and other
types of computer assurance is the assumption in security that there is a potential
for intentional misuse of some sort as opposed to simply accidental errors or
defects. An old security maxim puts it this way: a system without an adversary
model cannot be insecure, just surprising.
Research into design and analysis of anonymous communication began in the
cryptologic community where vetting and deploying cryptosystems and protocols takes a long time and where a practical break in a deployed system can
4
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have serious and widespread consequences. A nice example of this is the evolution from initially discovered weaknesses to practical attacks on MD5. Some
vulnerabilities are only of theoretical importance, however. Though they may
motivate further research, they will never themselves be implemented in a significant practical attack even if systems are never modified in response to them.
They will never be the lowest hanging fruit. Contrast this with the Dolev-Yao
adversary model [17], an attack against which typically implies dangerous realworld attacks against any implementation of a protocol that is vulnerable to it.
Anonymous communications research started with the crypto approach of looking at how hard it is to break the design of an isolated component that might be
crucial. The community has still not fully recognized the very limited usefulness
such an approach would have for designing and analyzing practical widescale
systems for anonymous communication.
Mix networks get their security from the mixing done by their component
mixes, and may or may not use route unpredictability to enhance security. Onion
routing networks primarily get their security from choosing routes that are difficult for the adversary to observe, which for designs deployed to date has meant
choosing unpredictable routes through a network. And onion routers typically
employ no mixing at all. This gets at the essence of the two even if it is a bit too
quick on both sides.5 Mixes are also usually intended to resist an adversary that
can observe all traffic everywhere and, in some threat models, to actively change
traffic. Onion routing assumes that an adversary who observes both ends of a
communication path will completely break the anonymity of its traffic. Thus,
onion routing networks are designed to resist a local adversary, one that can
only see a subset of the network and the traffic on it.
Given the fundamental differences in the mechanisms they employ, the adversaries they are intended to resist, and their basic designs (not to mention typical
applications) it might seem impossible or at least astonishing that anyone who
works in this area would ever confuse the two. Yet for years it has been common
for publications by even top researchers in anonymous communication to refer
to onion routing networks as mixnets or vice versa. All deployed onion routing
networks do use some form of layered encryption on traffic they carry, encryption that is gradually removed as it passes through the network. And this is also
true of decryption mixnets (re-encryption mixes work differently). Thus there is
a clear similarity between the two in at least this respect. Still, given the differences, it would be surprising if this were enough to confuse an expert. But, if
you start from an entropist conception of anonymity the confusion becomes less
surprising: if you start from an entropist conception of anonymity, all anonymity
designs are trying to make a given set of users (or user communications) less dis5

Other typical and highly salient distinctions include that all existing onion routing
network designs are for carrying bidirectional low-latency traffic over cryptographic
circuits while public mixnets are designed for carrying unidirectional high-latency
traffic in connectionless messages. (An exception is the Web MIXes design [3] as deployed in JonDonym [27], which creates bidirectional circuits through a mix cascade
to carry public web traffic.)
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tinguishable. If one motivates design by starting with such a set and seeing how
well the system obscures identification of its elements, the security contributions
of an onion routing approach are harder to see. Any distinction between onion
routing networks and mixnets, if recognized at all, is then likely to be couched
only in terms of differences in intended application or engineering tradeoffs of
security (in the entropist model) versus performance. Even we designers of onion
routing systems have been occasionally guilty of falling into this idiom.
But does using the entropist conception reveal potential low-hanging fruit for
current or future real systems? To answer this we should consider adversaries
that can conduct practical attacks. For brevity’s sake, I describe only the one
that matters most in examining if entropism is the best approach for widely-used
systems like Tor [44], Mixmaster [30], and the Anonymizer [2], viz: The Man.6
The Man owns big chunks of the anonymity infrastructure, either because he
simply set them up himself, or because they are not hardened against takeover.
He can also get access to ISPs, backbones, and websites, will know ancillary
things, and, if targeting you, will have you specifically under physical surveillance. Think organized crime, state level actors (intelligence, secret police), etc.
The Man subsumes the other adversaries we might consider.
In the literature, a standard anonymity adversary is the global-passive adversary (GPA), who controls no nodes in the anonymity network but can observe
all traffic on all links to and from that network as well as between nodes of the
network. This adversary can observe all sending and receiving behavior by all
principals interacting with the network. It thus fits nicely in the entropist model
of anonymity and facilitates formal analysis therein. While nice for producing
both positive and negative provable results, the GPA is too strong to be realistic
because it can observe absolutely every link everywhere regardless of network
size. Good security counsels a conservative view, assuming an attacker that is
stronger than anything one would encounter in practice. The GPA might thus
be considered an overstatement of The Man—except that the GPA is also much
too weak; it cannot even briefly delay a packet passing over a single link under
its observation. As has long been recognized, the GPA is both too strong and
too weak for low-latency distributed systems like onion routing [38, 42, 14].
All low-latency systems as currently designed and deployed are essentially
broken against The Man, but often much weaker adversaries are adequate. Single
proxies are vulnerable to timing attacks by much weaker adversaries, for example,
a single well-placed network observer, and of course communication is vulnerable
to the proxy itself if it is corrupt or compromised. Realtime web cascades, such as
JonDonym [27] are generally to be comprised of nodes run by recognized but not
mutually trusting authorities and thus to distribute trust possibly without the
complications of a large, diversely trusted network. A single observer, as would
6
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over network elements and connecting links. For example, any attacks by injecting
identifying information into an anonymity circuit or anonymous message are beyond
our scope.
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threaten a single proxy, will not be effective. Two such well-placed observers
or corrupt insiders, however, would be. If one could enforce uniform sending
and receiving behavior of a persistent set of users, a stronger adversary might
be needed. But there is to date no accepted scheme for practically doing this
against even a passive adversary. And, if there were, that would not defeat an
adversary that selectively blocks or manipulates traffic at sources or destinations.
Versions of onion routing that do not use entry guards [34] are statistically
broken against a small number of well-placed attackers for longterm repeated
connections between the same sources and destinations.
As has already been noted, an adversary observing an entry node and an exit
node of the existing Tor network can trivially link the two ends of the connection
and correlate source to destination regardless of the number of users of these or
any other nodes. Anonymity is broken if the endpoints are owned and not if they
are not. There are also potential attacks such as website fingerprinting [22, 28]
or network latency [23] that require only the entry node to be observed by the
adversary. But, in contrast to the entropist view, this again is not significantly
affected by the number of other simultaneous circuits initiating at that node and
not affected at all by the numbers of circuits elsewhere in the network.
The problem Mixmaster faces against The Man is not the strength of its
component protection mechanisms per se but its usability and the implications
thereof. (Similarly for Mixminion [9]). With enough compromised nodes it becomes more likely that messages will traverse an entirely compromised path,
but many paths might be at most partially compromised. And in mix systems,
unlike onion-routing systems, it is not trivial to recognize the same traffic when
it is observed in two places. Thus, the number of messages entering and leaving uncompromised mixes does affect uncertainty, and that is indeed the focus
of much analysis of mix systems. But there are important factors that largely
obviate the protection this might afford.
User configurability and interface play a role [41, 13, 15] in the amount of
use an anonymity system gets, but just as important is the latency inherent
in the design: the less the latency the more the system becomes vulnerable to
correlation attacks. But, keeping the latency high as in remailer mix networks
means that only the users with the most sensitive requirements will use the
system [1]. And the most common interactive bidirectional applications such as
web browsing, chat, or remote login will not work at all, which is probably an
even larger factor limiting adoption. Tor has an estimated quarter million or more
concurrent users routing over thousands of network nodes. Though Mixmaster
has been around longer, it has had perhaps a few hundred users on any given
day, and the network has never been more than a few dozen nodes. Mixmaster’s
numbers have not grown significantly for years, and the incentive issues we have
been discussing imply this to be an inherent limitation. If your goal is to have
legal deniability for activity this may be adequate, at least initially before The
Man has decided to focus on you. But if your adversary is The Man, then
avoiding suspicion at all is likely an important goal. As such a few hundred
initially possible sources or destinations hidden by a few dozen nodes is just
10

inadequate. Simple externalities such as geographic locations associated with IP
addresses, previously known associations, etc. are likely to narrow the initial set
even further very quickly [12]. And The Man can own many of the nodes in the
network if he so desires so that the already small number of initially unexposed
source-destination pairs shrinks commensurately.
The important thing is that the number of possible targets and number of
initially needed network observation/compromise points is small enough to be
within the capabilities of The Man to bring other resources to bear irrespective
of the ability of the anonymization network to render its users indistinguishable. The issue is not simply a question of uncertainty in identifying a large set
of senders and/or recipients, it is an issue of available resources and their expected effectiveness. Yes, The Man strives to reduce his uncertainty about linking
senders and recipients, but the measure of his ability to succeed is not the size
of those sets or probability distributions on them. Rather it is the resources it
will take him to place himself in a position to learn those linking relations. And
uncertainty about which elements to attack to improve his position may also
play a role, but its role is not as important as the expected cost and benefit of
attacking each of them, especially if he has the capability to effectively attack
all of them—as is the case for the deployed Mixmaster network.
It is true that entropist approaches might help narrow the initial set of a
few hundred senders of a given message. For example, if communication pairs
are maintained over hundreds of communication rounds, then statistical disclosure [10, 29] may be useful. And The Man should be able to further reduce
anonymity within network traffic by DoS attacks on uncompromised nodes [16,
4]. If that would be too easily detected, The Man can combine DoS with bridging
those nodes via trickling and flooding from his own clients [39] and owned nodes
or links. Note that while these active attacks can be analyzed in the entropist
model for effectiveness, no entropist view is necessary to simply deploy them in
order to slightly improve the efficiency of an already effective compromise. They
are just not the attack threats that matter most when going against The Man.
In sum, all current low-latency anonymity systems are broken against The
Man. Onion-routing systems by nature of their potential for wide distribution
are relatively resistant to other kinds of adversaries. Mix networks, such as Mixmaster and Mixminion, do have measures against The Man. But they are overkill
against other expected attackers. This, coupled with the overhead of trying to
use them, limits the numbers of both users and infrastructure providers to a
point that they are vulnerable to direct inspection and attacks by The Man for
which the anonymizing network becomes irrelevant. While entropist techniques
can play some role here, they are not the central issue.

5

So what is anonymous communication?

What the entropist conception gets right is that, like other security properties,
anonymity protection is determined by the amount of work an adversary needs
to do to overcome it. What it gets wrong is the kinds of work the adversary
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needs to do. We have observed so far that an anonymity breaking adversary
generally does not do best by focusing directly on reducing an initially known
set of senders (receivers, etc.) to the point that the sender is uniquely determined
or has low enough entropy to be considered busted. The entropist approach will
yield theoretically interesting analyses. It will yield system designs that might
be useful in controlled settings like elections, where we can control or predict the
number and nonidentity of participants and where anonymity within expectedsize sets is useful. But the entropist approach is not appropriate for general
communication on large diversely shared networks like the internet. I do not set
out here a definitive answer of what to replace it with: this is a breaking paper
not a design paper. I do, however, offer some hints and suggestions.

As we have noted, putatively more secure designs, such as DC-nets or mix
networks, are actually not secure against the intended adversary unless there is
a significant increase in both network size and persistent users. And usability
and incentive issues make that unlikely. A network might scale up to a point
that, even if The Man were able to compromise much communication passing
through the network, any individual communication would not be likely to be deanonymized. P2P anonymity designs have this potential, although they require
further scrutiny because they are complex, and attacks on, e.g., network discovery or versions of sybil attacks seem hard to eradicate. Decentralized designs
with semicentralized management of network information, such as Tor’s, also
have this potential. But in either case one is forced to make some assumptions
about the likelihood that a given percentage of nodes is under hostile control,
and this can be impossible to gauge. Any design that assumes a roughly uniform
distribution of resistance to attack across all nodes is likely doomed if The Man
can own botnets within the network (and why shouldn’t he?). A useful metric
should therefore evaluate rather than assume how hard it is for the adversary
to own a portion of the network. This much is true of mix networks as well
as onion-routing networks and true of peer-to-peer as well as more centralized
versions of either of these.

How can we gauge an adversary’s difficulty in owning chunks of the network
and the traffic flowing over them? We need not analyze how hard it is to contribute hostile servers, break into nodes, steal administrative passwords, control
or observe inputs and outputs to nodes etc. For our metrics we just need a representation of the possible outcomes of that analysis. Our observations suggest that
it will be useful if those outcomes are not considered uniform across all nodes.
So it is not just a question of implementing the strongest component design and
deploying it widely. We will also need to consider how much the adversary learns
from the nonuniformity itself. We should also consider initial awareness of the
network, whether the adversary knows the same network elements and structure
as do the communicants he is attacking. Such considerations are a focus of our
current ongoing research.
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6

Rotor and other immodest proposals

In this paper we have argued that entropist metrics for anonymity are not appropriate to widely shared and deployed anonymity networks. We have observed
that they rely on variables for which it is unrealistic to attach values and that
would not significantly affect how well anonymity is protected if they could be determined. For less widely deployed networks, whether centralized or distributed,
they provide the most relevant adversary with a set of communicating pairs that
he has the resources to deanonymize.
We end with some implications for anonymity research and system design. In
the mid nineties (before decent SSL encryption was available in every browser)
encrypted traffic was relatively rare on the internet; the mere fact that a message was encrypted made it interesting. Thus, we used to say that if you encrypt
your traffic at all, you should make sure you encrypt it well because it is likely
to be scrutinized. The same point applies to anonymizing your communication.
Unlike choosing good algorithms and increasing keylength for encryption, however, usability and incentive limitations make it unlikely that users and nodes
for mix networks will ever increase adequately to exceed the resources of The
Man. And even if they did, there is no way to have any meaningful assurance
about the distribution of noncollaborating users. More importantly, there is no
way to have meaningful assurance about the distribution of noncollaborating
network nodes. Our first modest suggestion is thus that existing mix networks
for general internet use should simply be abandoned for other than research purposes. They should continue to be studied for there inherent interest. And, they
should be used for applications where it is possible to manage and measure the
sets of distinct users and anonymity providers and the probability distributions
on their behaviors, voting being the clearest example. But for general internet
use, they are overkill against almost every adversary except unrealistic ones like
the GPA or incredibly strong ones like The Man. And, because of usability and
incentive limitations, in practice they do not scale enough to protect against
The Man anyway. On the other hand a widely distributed network like Tor may
already offer better, though still inadequate, protection. If we modify the design
of onion-routing networks like Tor so that trust is incorporated into routing (as
we discuss briefly below), then it should be harder for The Man to attack where
he must to be effective.
Also, we should not worry (too much) about partitioning attacks. In distributing network directories, Tor has conservatively opted for distributing awareness of the entire directory to clients. This has presented scaling challenges, but
the ability to differentiate users by partitioning what they know and don’t know
is not fully understood. And there have been published epistemic attacks on
both mix and onion-routing network designs [8, 11]. But unless the adversary
is approaching The Man in both capability and intent, this is not a significant
concern. And if the adversary is on the order of The Man, then this is not effective. A caveat is that the design should not allow simple actions on the part of
a small player, one that can affect at most a small part of the infrastructure, to
partition to a point that it can effectively isolate a small number of clients with
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little effort. Entropy is not useless for characterizing anonymity, it is just not the
primary measure of a practical anonymity network’s security and as such should
not be the primary driver of design.
If the primary measure of anonymity is how hard it is for an adversary to
observe or own parts of the network that allow him to conduct attacks, then we
can represent the amount of trust we have that a node will not be compromised
and then route accordingly. In addition to anonymity system nodes, the same
basic trust notion can be applied to links and destinations. We are currently
researching such modeling and analysis of trust and have several initial results
for optimal route selections assuming simply that network nodes are trusted at
different levels [25]. Our results are based on a partial adversary that can attempt
to compromise a fixed fraction of network nodes and succeeds for any given node
ni with probability pci . This is a variant of the roving adversary introduced by
Ostrovsky and Yung [33] and applied to anonymous routing in [42]. What we
add is the idea of trust in a node ni , represented as 1 − pci and applied as just
described.
We expect the adversary model that we ultimately develop fully will add
mobility to the above, much as Ostrovsky and Yung’s original work did. This
will allow for an iterative attack in which an adversary can discover parts of the
network, trust relationships, communication patterns, etc. and then apply what
is learned at each stage to conduct further attacks. Anonymity then becomes a
question of what an adversary can uncover given a budget of resources expended
over an attack of a given duration.
Once better understood, one could imagine a trust-based onion routing network: roTor. This would be a variant of Tor built to counter such an adversary
that gets its protection through trust; hence the name.7
A rotor network may have a place for mixing too. Routing based on trust
could mean that the expected chance that a given communication is compromised is quite low. But, for very sensitive communications it still may pay to
have some defense in depth so that observing in a few opportune spots will not
yield easy timing correlations. The goal is likely to be hiding of particular linkings rather than avoiding suspicion that the communicants talk at all. But that
7

Tor began as the onion routing, designed as one of the original NRL onion routing
projects, in contrast to the many other onion routing designs that followed the NRL
original. It is also a recursive acronym for Tor’s onion routing. (‘Tor’ has never
been an acronym for The Onion Router —as generally misstated in the press, nor
has it ever been proper to write it ‘TOR’.) Though that is perhaps enough of a
hint to make the following implicitly obvious to the reader, we note that ‘rotor’ is a
sesquipalendromic sesquirecursive acronym for rotor onion T 3or’s onion rotor, which
itself expands into rotor onion [Tor’s trusted through] onion rotor. As also implied by
the name, the T-words rotate so that it also expands to rotor onion [trusted through
Tor’s] onion rotor and to rotor onion [through Tor’s trusted] onion rotor, all three
of which should be viewed as in the same equivalence class. Defining the algebraic
structure for the equivalence relation is left as an exercise for the reader. Note also
that the nodes of a rotor network are the network rotors; thus a rotor network in
sensu composito is also a rotor network in sensu diviso.
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is likely to yield rather different designs from existing mixes and mix networks,
for example, embedding messages to be mixed by an intermediate node inside
of web traffic on a low-latency circuit.
This last section has been fairly speculative so as to attempt to give at
least one vision of what definitions and system designs might replace entropism.
Whether or not these ultimately prevail, however, is not the central point of
this paper. The central point is that the model on which all existing work on
anonymity, the entropist model, is broken for open or widely shared communications. That result remains, even if we do not know definitively what to put in
its place.
None of the usability, incentive, or usage observations made herein are particularly novel. However, engendered by its fundamental entropism, the community
still operates on a premise that mix networks are more secure. Those of us who
have made such observations have even sometimes moderated our assumptions
so that mix networks are described as more secure in principle if not in current
deployment. But taking the next steps implied by these observations has not
even been overtly broached. All of us have still clung to an entropist view of
anonymity and thus to the systems and analysis it engenders. Hopefully, this
paper will give us the push we need to let go.
Wait, what about interference attacks that allow remote observation without
compromising or directly observing nodes and links [32, 31, 18]? Sorry. We’ve got
an answer, but there’s no room in the margins. See the next paper.
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